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Motivation

 ͮ  Knowledge and innovation are the main 
determinants of sustainable corporate 
competitiveness and economic growth.

 ͮ  Ultimately, a motivated workforce deter-
mines the effectiveness and competitive-
ness of organisations in knowledge-in-
tense economies.

 ͮ  Companies are hence faced with the 
question of how to incentivise idea and 
knowledge creation.

 ͮ  This project provides insights into how 
creativity is affected by different kinds of 
rewards.

Research Questions

 ͮ  Are innovation and creativity responsive 
to incentives?

 ͮ  What is the impact of financial vs. non- 
financial incentives on the willingness to 
share ideas?

 ͮ  Does assigning rewards conditionally vs. 
unconditionally make a difference in 
achieving performance in routine tasks 
and tasks that require creativity?
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Incentives and Creativity – Enhancing  
Innovation in Europe’s Knowledge Economies

Seek Project:

Data Set 

A large international software company provi-
ded us with a unique data set that covers the 
introduction of a new reward to increase the 
number and quality of ideas that its software 
engineers create for its customers.  
Employees in the pilot accounts could earn 
points for submitting ideas. Additional points 
were earned when the idea was implemented 
and rated well by the customer.
The data allows us to investigate whether  
professionals in the field can be induced  
to be more creative and innovative with  
extrinsic rewards.

Methods

 ͮ “Differences in Differences”: 
  1.  measure difference in ideation  

before/during pilot period
2.  compare difference in this between  

Pilot & Control teams

 ͮ  “Hurdle Model”– estimates two effects  
separately:  
– # of employees who suggest new ideas 
– # of ideas per employee

First Results

Effects on Quantity 

 ͮ   Pilot increases odds an employee  
ideates by 1.2 percentage points

 ͮ   Pilot decreases # of ideas per  
ideator by 10.8%

 ͮ   Net effect approximately zero  
over 13 months of pilot

➔  same # of ideas, but spread over  
more employees

➔  those ideating before are less likely  
to do so during pilot

Effects on Quality  

 ͮ  The probability of idea implementation,  
which serves as an indicator for idea  
quality, increased in the pilot by 9.5 per-
centage points.
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Collaboration with Michael Gibbs Collaboration with Bruno Frey

Field evidence on the impact of rewards  
for creative performance

Experimental evidence on the effectiveness of different motivators  
such as bonuses, rankings and feedback

Effect of rewards on the quantity and  
quality of ideas generated

Comparison of financial and non-financial motivators  
fostering creativity

 Investigation whether conditional and unconditional rewards work  
differently for routine tasks and tasks that require creativity

Module Field Data Module Experiment

Modules


